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How it all began…

 Once upon a time a few Circ staffers 
ventured upstairs to the dusty 

expanses of the library…

 And as they wandered through 
hundreds of shadowy book stacks. . .

 They made a terrifying 

discovery…















“Weeding is the active discarding 
or transferring to storage of 
unneeded library items. It is not 
simply the passive withdrawal of 
the records of lost books or the 
withdrawal of books so damaged 
that they are no longer usable”

www.aug.edu/libcirc/weed_policy.html



Digging in…
 Establish weeding guidelines

 Hand-weed the stacks

 Create a weed list 

 Inventory stacks - isolating unlinked 
books

 Pull and process books

 Rinse, lather, repeat



Bierce weeding concepts
 Develop criteria in 

conjunction with our 
Collection 
Management 
Department & refine as 
needed

Transform our collection 
into one that is:

 “lean & mean”
 stream-lined & user-

friendly

 Select a list format that  
is easy for student 
employees to use



Hand-weeding

 Easy way to locate: multiple copies, 
earlier editions, damaged books, 
misshelved & “unlinked” books

 Spending quality time in the stacks 
brings attention to problem areas

 How did an OhioLINK book end up 
in the PRs!!??



2004 Weed list criteria

 Location = Bierce

 Cataloged more than 10 years ago

 1 or 0 total circulations

 Status = Available

32,000 items!



2007 Weed list criteria

Location = Bierce

Cataloged more than 8 years ago

Zero circulations



Creating your list…
 What is the magic formula to conjure  

a functional weed list using 

Millennium Create Lists 

& Microsoft Access?































Our inventory process
 Print a shelf-check list for the stacks to be 

inventoried that day only

 Check every book on the shelf against the list

 Verify that books are in correct order

 Pull books that do not appear on the list and/or 
do not belong in that section 

 Perform a 2nd sweep to pull damaged books

 Update item records in the UA Libraries Catalog



Inventory stats I
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Inventory stats II
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Inventory Stats III
 As of 05/07 there were 439,948 circulating 

titles in Bierce Library (minus the music & 
curriculum collections) 

 Over 4,000 books were sent to the bindery 

 Nearly 1% of all books were unlinked 
(and hadn’t moved from the shelf in at 
least 13 years!) 



Pulling & Processing…
Our primary aim in weeding is to pare the 

number of copies of any unique title 
owned by The University of Akron down 
to two.  

We will not contribute a 2nd copy of any 
book to the NE Regional Depository if a 
copy exists there already, regardless of 
owning institution. 
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RETENTION 
DECISION
Verify the number of 

Circulating copies in OhioLINK

5 or more copies:
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4 or fewer copies:

SEND TO PETE



Send to Pete!

 If 4 or fewer circulating 
copies of any title exist in 
OhioLINK, then we send it 
to Pete Linberger, Head of 
Collection Management

 Pete evaluates whether an 
item is too rare, valuable, 
or significant to discard

 Pete then forwards 
unnecessary items to the 
Cataloging Department to 
be discarded 



About the NE Ohio Regional 
Depository…

 We share our depository with KSU, CSU, 
YSU, and NEOUCOM 

 It is imperative to limit duplication 
because the depository is already filled 
above 90% capacity 



Depository stats
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Bierce discard stats

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/0710,323
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512259



Where do the discards 
go?

Once deleted from our catalog 
and OCLC…



Where old books go to die!



Some scary titles…



The results…











Words of wisdom…
 Conceptualize what you want to 

accomplish and “plot" your steps

 Grant staff ownership of a floor or section

 Make sure every pile or truck of books 
has a sign!!

 Realize that space is finite and it’s OK to 
let go



Parting thoughts…
 Be sure to run missing lists after each section is 

inventoried

 Weeding is most effective when routinely 
performed

 E section

 Appreciate the benefits!

 Your collection will look fantastic

 The need for replacements or new titles becomes 
apparent

 Your library catalog will be up-to-date 



The End..?


